Two questions motivate this study: To what extent is it possible to restructure the common domain of a family of continuous functions so that they all become uniformly continuous? When can a group of homeomorphisms of a completely regular space be interpreted as a topological transformation group? It happens that an answer to the first, in the case where range and domain coincide, provides the answer to the second.
The concepts and notation used in this paper, if nonstandard, are defined in [2] , with the following exceptions: A structure V¡ for a set X is called open if for each xEX, aEI, and y G Va(x), there is a ßEI such that Vß(y) Ç Va(x). Vi is called finite if the space (X, Vi) is totally bounded: For each aEI there is a finite SQX such that X=Va(S)=Uxes Va(x). Since every topological space admits a structure
[l], the following result implies that in any purely topological study of the family of all functions from one space to another, the notion of continuity can always be replaced by the notion of uniform continuity without loss of generality. Theorem 1. Given a family F of continuous functions f: X->Y from a space (X, Ui) to a space (Y, Vj), there exists a coarsest structure Wh as fine as Ui such that every member of F is uniformly continuous relative to the pair (WH, Vf). Ui and Wh define the same topology for X. Given xQX and (a, a, A)QIXJXK, choose ßQI so that U%(x) ÇZ Ua(x) and choose, for each gQA, b(g)QJ so that V2Ho)(g(x))QVa(g(x)). Then let Vi = f\geA Vb(g). We have by a simple calculation with dyadic rela-
whence, WB is also locally transitive. Finally, consider the hypothesis that Ui and Vj be finite. There is no difficulty in showing that subspaces of totally bounded uniform spaces are totally bounded, so if Vj is uniform, then the range of each member of F is totally bounded. Given (a, a, A) QIXJXK, we shall find a finite subset SQX such that X = WaaA(S). Let SoQX he a finite subset for which X= Ua(So) and, for each gQA, let T"Qg(X) he a finite subset for which g(X)Ç.Va(Tg). Construct S0QX by choosing an sQg~1(y), for each yQTg. Then it is easy to see that S=So^JUgeA Sg has the desired properties. Therefore Wh is also finite.
Query. Are there subspaces of totally bounded spaces with symmetric locally transitive structures which are not totally bounded? Corollary (Levine) . If Ui and Vj are equivalent to metric structures and F is countable, then Wh is equivalent to a metric structure.
Proof. A (Hausdorff) structure is equivalent to a metric structure if and only if it is uniform and has a countable base [6] . If Fis countable and countable bases are involved in the construction of WB, then Wh receives a countable base.
Note. In [3] an appropriate metric for X is given explicitly in terms of F and the original metrics for X and Y. In fact, if the original metrics are ôx and 52l respectively, and 5f is defined on Theorem 2. Given a space (X, Ui) and a family F of continuous transformations f: X-+X, there is a coarsest structure Wh as fine as Ui, relative to which every member of F is uniformly continuous. Ui and Wh define the same topology for X and Wh inherits as in Theorem 1 mutatis mutandis the structure properties possessed by Ui.
Proof. Let F* be the semigroup generated by F under composition, plus the identity A: X-*X:x-*x. Let R be the class of all finite subsets of F* containing A. Define Woa = n r'Uag, QSA for aEI, A ER-The proof then proceeds very much like that of Theorem 1, except that we show uniform continuity as follows: Given fEF and (a, A)EIXR, let B= {gf}eGAKj{A}. Then BER and WaB=Uar\r\BSAf~ig~'iUagfÇJ~lWaAf, so that / is uniformly continuous re WHCorollary. Every group of homeomorphisms of a completely regular space is a topological homeomorphism group. That is, there exists an admissible topology relative to which composition and inversion are continuous.
Proof. Let the topology of the given completely regular space be defined by a uniform structure Vi relative to which every continuous f: X-+X is uniformly continuous. The existence of such a Vi follows from a well-known theorem by Weil [6] together with Theorem 2. Define for the set F of homeomorphisms in question the uniform structure Vi* by putting V*(f) ={gEF: gÇZ Vaf] (aEI, fEF). This provides F with the "topology of uniform convergence," with respect to which the map FXX-+X: (f, x)-*f(x) is continuous, as is well known. The continuity of $>: FXF-+F: (f, g)-J>f~1g follows from a theorem proved by Ford [5] together with the uniform continuity of the members of F. In fact, given/, gEF and aEI, choose ßEI so that VjÇZVa and 7 E I so that Vy is symmetric and f'^C^/-1. Then $ maps V*(f)X V*(g) into V*(f~1g).
Note. There is also a corollary to Theorem 2 similar to the one following 
